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smoke pot to get The Big
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iconic quote from The Big
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the toilet. The Dude
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VOICE Where's the money,

Lebowski! His head is
plunged back into the toilet.
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The
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looking for a job dressed
like that? On a weekday?
The Dude: Is this a... what
day is this? The Big
Lebowski: Well, I do work
sir, so if you don't mind...
The Dude: I do mind, the
Dude minds. This will not
stand, ya know, this
aggression will not stand,
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family, the quotes are inside
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unemployed slacker, The
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the
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is, The Big Lebowski is
every bit a Coen movie, and
its lazy plot is part of its
laidback charm. After all,
how many movies can
claim as their hero a
pot-bellied,
pot-smoking
loser named Jeff "The
Dude" Lebowski (Jeff
Bridges) who spends most
of his time bowling and
getting stoned? Fri, 09 Nov
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Quote [ after recovering his
car from the Auto circus ]
The Dude: Oh, Jesus,
what's that smell, man?
Auto Circus Cop: Yes,
probably a vagrant slept in
the car. Or maybe just used
it as a toilet and moved on.
The Dude : Oh, Jesus,
what's that smell, man? <b.
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American Actor born on
June 20, 1952, John
Stephen Goodman is an
American actor. Early in his
career, he was best known
for playing Dan Conner on
the ABC TV series
Roseanne, for which he
won a Golden Globe Award
for Best Actor in 1993.
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